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                     Without  the sun, as we can move on



     Introduction

         NINGBO CHENLI ELECTRIC CO., LTD is located in the East 
China Port of Ningbo port city (Ninghai County), which is 
hometown of flashlight. The company is specialized in 
producing kinds of beautiful and high power CREE flashlights, 
LED aluminum & plastic flashlight, Headlamp, Camping 
Lantern, LED fishing light, LED working light, sensor & touch 
light, etc. 



Brand meaning

POP PAS+
Brand logo creative source to the "popular" this  
word, referred to as POP, meaning the epidemic, 
our products are popular in the premise of the 
modernization of factors. PAS: Now on the 
Internet, have a very red word "out" and our 
products is just the opposite, is the meaning of 
"PASS", one meaning is “pass”, the another 
layer of meaning is to accept the customer the 
strict examination of the company's products, 
and customer satisfaction.

Brand logo use black as the 
standard color, black 
belongs to has a variety of 
different cultural meaning of 
color, are always belongs to 
the conception of the 
preferred. More symmetrical 
our slogan“without the sun, 
as we move on”.



Corporate Culture

01
   Company Direction

Realization of the light earth 
dream users and partners

02  Company Aims To product development
to conduct  for the future 

03 Company Soul The use of our products to 
Make people more quality



Corporate History

01 2002Year  NINGBO CHENLI ELECTRIC
 CO., LTD  established

02

03

04

2005Year Our flashlight products, R & D through the research team based on 
modern technology, and through the America imported CREE bulb , 
enables the product to achieve the optimal.

2007Year Through the continuous efforts of the research team, customers 
are very satisfied with the quality of the products.

2010Year We began to take part in all kinds of exhibition, such as the Canton 
Fair, is like many foreign friends.

05POPPAS flashlight is sold all over the world, different 
series of products in the continuous listing.



Enterprise Qualifications



Production

1

(1)Factory (2) Production workshop (3) stream line production

(4) R&D and professional team (5)Packing Department (6) Testing

3

54

2

6



Team
(Sales department)

       POPPAS sales department is 
located in RM.1904, JIANCHEN 
MANSION, NO.99 TAIHUI RD., 
NSBD,NINGBO,CHINA. Our team to 
establish a common goal, 
perfecting their skills, the 
allocation of roles of team 
members, mutual trust, face the 
masses of customers in the good 
condition, and try to all customer 
satisfaction.



!
New products will soon be listed, please look!



        Alibaba listed in America in September 26, 
2014. Alibaba listing means that the electronic 
commerce will become the hottest marketing tool 
for modernization. As e-commerce continues to 
expand, the company will set up a site, in various 
sites such as: Made-in-china, Hisupplier, Amazon, 
International  Alibaba 、 Aliexpress etc..

Product Plan



NINGBO CHAIN-HOME MACHINERY CO.,LTD
OFFICE ADD: RM.1904, JIANCHEN MANSION, NO.99 TAIHUI RD., 
NSBD,NINGBO,CHINA
 
FACTORY ADD: INDUSTRIAL ZONE OF 
XIDIAN,NINGHAI,NINGBO,CHINA
TEL:0086-574-83008586
FAX:0086-574-83008585
M:0086-13586559495
E-MAIL:kenshin369@163.com; kenshin@chain-home.cn 
www.cree-light.com 


